
 
 

A grammatically faulty sentence in 

which two or more main or independent 

clauses are joined without a word to 

connect them or a punctuation mark to 

separate them 

Parents, 

The  students are required to read each night for at 

least 20 minutes.  This may be a book from home or 

a book from school.  

Homework 
 

Math- Complete daily assignment. 

 

Reading- Read for 20 minutes daily/reading activity 

page assigned weekly. 

 

Spelling- Study nightly sight words. 

Below are the skills that are being taught in class: 

 

Math:  

4.NF.6  I can use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. 

4.NF.5 I can express a fraction with denominator 10 as an equivalent fraction with 
denominator 100, and use this technique to add two fractions with respective denominators 

10 and 100.  

4.NF3.  4.NF.3 I can understand addition and subtraction of fractions as joining and 
separating 

4.NF.2 – I can compare two fractions with different numerators and different denominators 

by creating common denominators or numerators, or by comparing to a benchmark fraction  
4.NF.1 I can explain why a fraction is equivalent to another fraction by using visual fraction 

models 

4.NBT.6 I can find whole-number quotients and remainders with up to four-digit dividends 
and one-digit  

4.NBT.5 – I can multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit whole number, 

and multiply two two-digit numbers, using strategies based on place value and the 
properties of operations. 

Language Arts and Reading: 

RL.4.5 I can identify elements of poetry including verse, rhythm, and meter.  
RL4.6 - I can compare and contrast points of view across different stories.  

RL.4.6 -I can Compare and contrast the difference between first- and third-person 

narrations.  
RI.4.5  - I can identify and describe the features of a cause–effect text structure. 

 RI.4.5 – I can identify and describe the features of a compare–contrast text structure.  

RI.4.5 – I can identify and describe the features of a chronological text structure.  

RI.4.5 – I can identify and describe the features of a problem–solution text structure.  

 

Important Dates  

January 24th – 40% Reading Test 

January 25th – 60% Math Test 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 3.3 

   
Weekly Vocabulary Words (used in this week’s 

lesson ):  

 

confess, tormented, mused, puzzled, constant, 

innocent, scribe (write), inscription (write), 

philosophy (love) 

 

Spelling Words  

r-controlled vowels: -ir, -er, -ur  
1. The –ir pattern says ur/ as in bird  

2. The –er pattern says /ur/ as in her  

3. The –ur pattern says /ur/ as in fur 

 

1. birth 2. thirst 3. circus 4. twirl 5. percent 6. 

service 7. perhaps 8. miserable 9. burden 

10.purpose 

Academic Vocabulary List-These are 

words that are reviewed daily in class.  

verse – each line in a poem 

stanza – several verses grouped together 

rhyme – the same ending sound in 

different words 

meter – a pattern of strong and weak 

syllables in each verse  

decimal - a number containing a decimal 

point that separates a whole from 

fractional place values (tenths, 

hundredths, thousandths) 

 decimal point - the dot used in a 

decimal that separates the ones place 

from the tenths place. fraction - a 

number that names equal parts of a whole 

 numerator - the number above the 

fraction bar in a fraction that tells the 

number of equal parts that are being 

described.  

denominator - the number below the 

fraction bar in a fraction that tells the 

number of equal parts in the whole. 
 

 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/independent%20clauses

